Among the most impor tant o b servat ions made in the course of Joe Rodriquez' essay on the Chi cano novel are that 1) an ethnic legacy must be recognized , des cribed , and acknowledged in its complexi ty and contra dict ions before it can become a v iable part of an i � dividual 's identity ; 2) ethnic legacies and affilia
tlons, as with all relat ionships into which individu 1 are born , can be burdensome liab ilities as well as a 8 touchstones of sustenance and liberation; 3) an ethnic 's unquestioning affiliation wi th the "group" often leads to a diminishment of personal worth .
With his focus on dialectical forces within Chicano life and on eth nicity as a dynamic and problematical condition , Rodriquez supplements other recent efforts to recon sider prevailing assumptions regarding fict ive state ment and structure in Chicano wr it ing . l Implicitly , of course , Rodriquez reminds us of the unique potential fiction has for rendering--in te� of time , place , and the circumstantial detail of individual lives--the insistent presence of both cul tural context and the nagging demands of individuality. Fu rther, we see here that fict ion is perhaps uniquely useful for recording and explicating the paradoxes that constantly emerge not on ly from personal but also from inter-and intra-cultural conflicts (fiction thus helps us verify both the premise an d the need for inter disciplinary ethnic study) .
More specifically, though , Rodriguez ' point is . that an incomplete understanding of culture--one vo1d of complexities and contradictions--is tantamoun� to an incomplete understanding of self ; reductive v1sion from the ethnic perspect ive is as much to be regretted as myopia in the "outside" world.
In fact , one ' s resolution of intra-cultural conflicts must precede coming to terms with conflicts on a larger scale . As Rodriguez perceptively observes , such resolution typical ly requires "a profound and strenuous rite of passage" in wh ich the individual quest ions one or more premises of cultural identity--religion , for example . Partic ularly important , though is the observation that the rite of passa ge is stren�ous precisely when the indi vid ual has been taught to believe that any question ing of one ' s own But of a function insight of ty to that ��u ��e t �e �iab ili ty of any group is mer elY Rod ri e Vlt ality of individuals , and a ke y whi ch gue z' es say is that unquestionin g lo yal· nur tu re s and prote cts involves the most elementary of "sell-outs, " self-betrayal.
In fact, to Rodriguez' observations we might add the reminder that the wi llingness--from whatever quarter--to "accept" ethnicity and "understand" it quickly usually derives froo• patronizing , simplistic, and self-indulgent as sumptions about both the group as a whole and the indi viduals that make it up.
Rodriguez ' rite-of-passage formulation, coupled with our awareness that paternal ism often creates in the "child" a kind of permanent ado lescence , should further remind us that simply "be ing" something is essentially a static condition and that the dynamics of "becoming" inevitably demand a challenge to wha t already is.
In this context it is perhaps useful to recall that for two of the quintes sen tial adolescents of modern literature, Stephen Dedalus and Huckleberry Finn , the achievement of self hood is a direct result of what we might term an un orthodox rel igious experience--very much like those of the coming-into-being rel igious rebels in the Ch i cano novels discussed by Rodriguez.
Echo ing Luc ifer, Stephen asser ts tha t he "wi 11 not serve" the church ; and Huck , rather than sell out his companion Jim, determines that he 's willing to go to hell if that is the price of individual integrity. (W. H. Auden once referred to Huck 's response as "a pure act of moral improvisa tion. ") The po int of these compar isons is, of course , that individual integrity may only be possible through the isolated individual 's chall enge to or rejection of that which bas the immediate capacity to pac ify and seduce, to offer and elicit consolation.
Final ly, Rodriguez ' essay helps us raise some inter es ting questions . What, for examp le, is the role of the dominan t cu t ture in the nourishment or manipulation of the seduct ive and subversive forces in ethnic life? What are the implications , for group sol i darity and pol itical ac tion, of the observation that individual reconciliations must take place at the expense of re ceived aff iliations? To what ex tent can fiction serve as a tool in the quest for selfhood and the effort to es tab lish a sense of integrity for individual ethnic groups? 
